
Focus Group #3

September 6: Legal Aid, policy makers, civil rights, faith groups

• Very few residents know their housing rights.
• In Davenport, the eviction process is very quick with short timelines. Police provide notices for 
landlords, instead of working through a lawyer.  
• According to Eviction Lab at Princeton University, Davenport has the 44th highest eviction rate in the 
country among large US cities, or nearly 5 out of every 100 households per year. 
• Illinois does not have as many issues with evictions, as there is more time for the legal process.
• Landlords evict for sometimes petty issues and with limited options for renters, they are often forced 
back into homelessness.
• Nuisance Rules are onerous.  Police visits for crime outside homes can affect residents’ opportunities to 
stay in their homes.  African-Americans are significantly and negatively impacted. 
• Governments and housing organizations tend to work in their silos.  People have a lack of courage to 
organize; we lack the activists of the past.  
• Sustainability and suburban sprawl are issues.  Large organizations are purchasing affordable homes, 
leveling them, and not contributing to the tax base.  Residents have few options on where to live.   Urban sprawl 
contributes to transportation problems and makes social mobility more difficult. 
• We need to address the community leadership gap.  There is no regional planning for housing issues. 
• Potential outside investors and residents are turned off by the homeless issues. 
• Davenport and southern Iowa are becoming a destination as services are better than in surrounding 
states. 
• Coordination between non-profits and government is challenging. A public-private partnership 
structure to provide services, housing, and employment opportunities is needed. Most community members 
don’t see or hear residents who are most at-risk for homelessness. 

September 6: Civil Rights, Faith Groups, Legal Aide, Elected Officials, City Agencies

• City of Davenport City Council – Kyle Gripp
• City of Davenport CPED Office - Dawn Cameron  
• Iowa Legal Aide - Leah Patton and Alex Kornya 
• Davenport Civil Rights Commission – Keirsten Anderson
• Safer Foundation – Sue Davison
• Prairie State Legal Services – Justin Hunter
• St. Paul Lutheran – Katie Warren
• St. John Vianney – Bea Snyder, CHM
• Congresswoman Bustos Office – Ellie Labotte
• Congressman Loebsack – Jared Mullendore 
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